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Strategic deconfliction is a key mechanism for achieving separation between Urban Air
Mobility (UAM) operations. However, operational uncertainties may degrade its effectiveness.
In this paper, we quantify the effectiveness of strategic deconfliction in mitigating scheduled
and unscheduled flight delays under operational uncertainty in the form of normally
distributed departure and airborne errors. A range of demand levels representing early-stage
UAM operations were simulated across a conceptual network of 3 vertiports in the San
Francisco Bay Area. Three approaches to strategic deconfliction were simulated which varied
the requirement for rescheduling into the existing schedule when an operation incurred
departure or airborne error – a tight conformance requirement tied to the minimum spacing
requirement; a relaxed conformance requirement comparable to that used for internal
departure scheduling in Time-Based Flow Management; and no conformance requirement in
which operations were never rescheduled into the existing scheduled – only replanned
tactically. Results from these simulations were compared to a baseline that simulated tactical
deconfliction without strategic deconfliction. Results suggest that departure and airborne
delays under strategic deconfliction are highly sensitive to how much rescheduling is required
into the existing schedule. Results applying strategic deconfliction with no conformance
requirement, with departure and airborne error being accommodated tactically, showed
significantly improved performance – even at relatively high demand and error variability.
Future work should explore the safety and gaming implications of strategic deconfliction with
such relaxed conformance requirements and compare its performance to using demand
capacity balancing instead of strategic deconfliction.

I.

Introduction

Forecasts indicate that there will be significant growth in the number of air vehicles operating in urban
environments over the next 20 years [1,2,3]. These include Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) for package delivery
operations [2,3] and vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL) cargo and passenger air taxis [3]. Existing air traffic
management (ATM) procedures for managing urban air traffic, which is primarily helicopters and general aviation
aircraft today, are not expected to scale sufficiently to support forecast future operations, as demonstrated by humanin-the-loop simulations carried out by NASA [4]. For these reasons, new approaches to managing air traffic beyond
what is currently available through traditional air traffic control (ATC) are required. NASA and the FAA propose that
concepts from UAS traffic Management (UTM) [5] may also be appropriate for UAM [6,7].
UTM architectures have been proposed by a number of standards bodies, regulators, and Air Navigation Service
Providers (ANSP) around the world [8,9,10,11,12,13]. These are service-oriented and typically based on a federated
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architecture in which service providers4 make various services available to operators, including services that enable
traffic management [9,10,11,12]. These services are supported by some centralized functions, e.g., to provide common
information. This architecture has been refined through numerous demonstrations and trial projects [e.g., 14]. While
the service-oriented architecture for UTM is widely accepted, there are differences in what functions are to be
centralized, with some proposals targeting greater centralization [e.g., 12] than others [e.g., 9,10,11].
In many of the architectures described above, strategic deconfliction – resolving a predicted conflict prior to
departure or well upstream of it – is proposed to support separation provision. Initial UTM demonstrations [14] have
applied a first-come, first-served (FCFS) approach to strategic deconfliction, with operations needing to resolve known
conflicts before departure [15]. One way to accomplish this function in a federated architecture is through a discovery
service that identifies UTM service providers with which proposed operational intent may be in conflict and verifies
that the UTM service provider considered the operations of other relevant service providers when planning new
operational intent [16]. As UTM matures, conflict resolution may be performed through a peer-to-peer negotiation
process instead of FCFS [15]. The rules governing this negotiation process are currently under development within
industry standards and research groups [e.g., 17] and are still to be validated. The rules that are set to govern
deconfliction are also likely to be different for strategic deconfliction, tactical (airborne) deconfliction, and detectand-avoid systems.
Strategic deconfliction is also a key function in the FAA concept of operation for UAM [7]. However, UAM
operations may experience different operational uncertainties to those of smaller UAS, and may have substantially
different replanning requirements to deconflict with existing operational intent. The combination of these effects may
lead to a degradation in the efficiency of strategic deconfliction for the UAM use case. Departure uncertainty
particularly increases with the need to deplane and enplane passengers, while other turnaround functions required for
UAM, such as battery changes, may also introduce uncertainty. Fleet rebalancing needs in UAM may also be
significant [18], potentially adding further operational uncertainty. Uncertainty in airborne flight times may be
impacted by micro-weather in and around urban areas, some of which is less well understood than weather impacting
traditional aircraft. How these operational uncertainties are to be accommodated in UAM operations is still under
discussion. Accommodating them with strategic deconfliction may lead to conservative operational intent definitions,
such as large operational intent volumes if operational intent is volume based [15,16,19]. Overly conservative
definitions of operational intent could reduce efficiency. Alternatively, if these uncertainties are not suitably accounted
for in the definition of operational intent for strategic deconfliction, frequent replanning may be required, which could
reduce predictability and may result in significant delays if operations must be replanned into an already congested
schedule. Furthermore, different criteria for when and how operations should be replanned may also have a significant
impact on efficiency.
In this paper we attempt to quantify how strategic deconfliction can mitigate the negative consequences of
operational uncertainty. Section II provides background information and describes previous relevant work. This is
followed by the research objectives in Section III and our experimental approach is Section IV. Results are presented
in Sections V and VI, simulating departure error and airborne error respectively. The results are followed by
conclusions and recommendations for future work in Section VII.

II.

Background

In traditional ATM, separation assurance is provided by air traffic controllers. Safe separation is typically achieved
by tactically delaying aircraft through vectoring or speed control. However, when traffic densities are high, either
because of high demand or because the available airspace is constrained, e.g., by convective weather, controllers may
need to propagate these airborne delays upstream to ensure safe separation. Without strategic intervention, airborne
holding may be required, which is undesirable both from the perspective of operating cost and because it can block
off significant airspace, impacting other traffic. For this reason, when imbalances between demand and capacity are
predicted, strategic traffic management initiatives are typically applied to reduce demand on resources to levels that
do not require excessive tactical airborne delay for separation assurance. These initiatives effectively space traffic out
so that it can be separated tactically without the need for excessive delay through e.g., airborne holding. In the U.S., a
number of strategic traffic management initiatives are used by the FAA. These include ground delay programs, ground
stops and airspace flow programs, which delay aircraft on the ground before take-off; airborne reroutes, which route
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aircraft around congested airspace; and the Collaborative Trajectory Options Program (CTOP), which provides flight
operators with the flexibility to submit route alternatives and avoid ground delays. [20]
Delays required for separation assurance can be propagated all the way back to a flight’s departure airport, with
the flight delayed on the ground instead of in the air. This would represent strategic deconfliction. However, in
practice, this is only done when uncertainties in departure time and flight time are low. Uncertainties in the turnaround
process and taxi-out contribute to departure uncertainty, while flight time uncertainties result from the relatively long
flight durations of commercial aircraft and the associated challenges in predicting weather accurately along the full
flight path. For these reasons, in the U.S., a form of strategic deconfliction is only applied in ATM when the remaining
flight duration is relatively short and there is no convective weather on the route – meaning uncertainties are low. This
is done using Time-Based Flow Management (TBFM) [20]. TBFM includes the scheduling of airborne flights at
arrival meter fixes and the runway threshold, as well as the scheduling of internal departures – flights departing airports
internal to the region in which TBFM is applied to airborne flights – which are given scheduled times of arrival at
their destination when they are still on the ground at their origin. When uncertainties increase, e.g., due to convective
weather inside the TBFM region, TBFM is typically turned off, and traffic management in the form of miles-in-trail
restrictions are implemented instead.
While demand capacity balancing is specifically called out by the FAA as potentially required to support UAM
operations as the number of UAM operations increases [7], it is unclear whether it is needed to accommodate
operational uncertainties without excessive tactical delay, as it is in ATM. Instead, strategic deconfliction may be
sufficient to pre-condition traffic so that operational uncertainties can be accommodated effectively using tactical
deconfliction tools. In this paper we attempt to quantify specifically how strategic deconfliction can mitigate the
negative consequences of operational uncertainty in UAM in terms of required tactical delay. A comparison between
strategic deconfliction and demand capacity balancing, which is dependent on the estimated capacity of the impacted
resources, is left for future work.
Scheduling and flight planning in UAM operations have been studied widely in recent years. Approaches have
been proposed for terminal area scheduling that account for UAM constraints [21], and for managing dense traffic
flows in unstructured airspace [22]. A vertiport scheduling algorithm has also been used to compare vertiport capacity
and throughput under different vertiport configurations [23]. Ref. 19 applies approaches for strategic and tactical
deconfliction to manage simulated UAM traffic and found that the trajectory predictions made pre-flight were not
generally very precise due to operational uncertainties. This effect would be even greater if other uncertainties such
as wind errors were simulated. One conclusion of the work was that the uncertainties associated with operational data
provided prior to departure should impact the operational intent definitions – particularly the size of operational intent
volumes used, if operational intent in UAM is volume based.
Ref. 18 estimates capacity and throughput for a given set of parameters that represent an operational UAM
ecosystem. Using a macroscopic scenario simulator, the authors estimate the impact of the underlying infrastructure
and traffic management system on throughput. Stochastic demand profiles were modeled along with uncertainties in
key variables such as vehicle turn-around time at vertiports, allowing ground and airborne delays to be estimated.
Disturbances such as weather and aircraft system failures were not considered. A FCFS approach to demand
dispatching, landing and take-off sequencing – based on a required separation requirement – was assumed. This work
does not, however, compare alternative approaches to managing that uncertainty while ensuring deconfliction. The
work in the present paper seeks to extend the work of Ref. 18 in these areas.

III.

Objectives

The objectives of this paper are as follows:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Quantify the impact of departure and airborne uncertainty on unscheduled UAM flight delays – on the ground
and in the air – across a simplified network of vertiports, at early-stage UAM demand levels.
Given departure and airborne errors, quantify the impact of different approaches to rescheduling strategically
deconflicted operations into the existing schedule on unscheduled UAM flight delays.
Provide recommendations for the use of strategic deconfliction to manage operational uncertainty in UAM.
Provide guidance on the level of departure and airborne uncertainty that can be accommodated by strategic
deconfliction in UAM at early-stage demand levels.

IV.

Approach

A macroscopic simulation was used to estimate scheduled departure delays and unscheduled departure and
airborne delays for randomly generated point-to-point UAM operations across a conceptual network in the San
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Francisco Bay Area, with vertiports located near the
three major airports in the area (SFO, SJC and
OAK5) (Figure 1). Errors in operation departure
time and flight time were simulated to model
operational uncertainties. Simulated delays were
compared across operational uncertainties of
varying magnitude and different traffic demand
levels.
The impact of strategic deconfliction on these
delays was quantified by comparing a baseline case
with no strategic deconfliction and three different
approaches to strategic deconfliction which vary the
requirements for rescheduling into the existing
schedule when operations fall out of conformance
with their operational intent. The baseline case
simulated was as follows:

Figure 1. Notional air taxi network of 3 vertiports in the
San Francisco Bay area

1) No strategic deconfliction: Tactical deconfliction
was applied to ensure spacing at the origin and
destination, respectively, when the operations were
ready for departure/arrival. No strategic traffic
management was used to pre-condition the flow.
This approach is comparable to nominal operations
in traditional aviation when no strategic traffic
management initiative is in place.

Strategic deconfliction was simulated at both the origin and destination, incurring strategic delay, with tactical
replanning to ensure spacing at the origin and destination. The three alternate approaches simulated for rescheduling
were as follows:
2)

Tight conformance requirement: Operations were tactically rescheduled into the existing (strategic) schedule
when departure or airborne errors were greater than half the spacing requirement. When errors were smaller,
operations were still delayed to ensure spacing, but they were not rescheduled into the existing (strategic)
schedule. This approach is comparable to strategic deconfliction in the ASTM draft UTM standard [16],
where buffers are used to define operational intent volumes that are strategically deconflicted. Operations are
rescheduled into the existing schedule when they fall out of conformance with their volumetric intent. The
time buffers associated with the volumetric intent are intended to maintain separation given expected total
system error. The minimum time buffer is half the spacing requirement. Larger buffers must be used when
total system error increases, but this reduces efficiency because of the need to strategically deconflict the
larger buffers. Increasing required spacing to accommodate expected errors – comparable to increasing time
buffers in UTM volumetric intent definitions – was not explored in this paper, and is left for future research.

3)

Relaxed conformance requirement: Operations were tactically rescheduled into the existing (strategic)
schedule when departure or airborne errors were greater than specified conformance bounds. These bounds
are not connected to spacing requirements. When errors were smaller than the conformance bounds,
operations were still delayed to ensure spacing, but they were not rescheduled into the existing (strategic)
schedule. This approach is comparable to the approach used in TBFM scheduling. Airborne operations were
not rescheduled, regardless of error, which is also generally consistent with TBFM airborne metering.

4)

No conformance requirement: No operations were rescheduled into the existing (strategic) schedule.
Operations were, however, still delayed to ensure spacing on departure and arrival. This approach is
equivalent to the baseline (1 above), but with strategic deconfliction to precondition the traffic so that less
tactical delay is required.

Simulation assumptions and parameters are summarized in Table 1 below.
5
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Table 1. Summary of simulation assumptions and parameters
Feature
Infrastructure
Number of Vertiports
Distance between Vertiports
Vertiport type
Vertiport usage across
operators/PSUs
Corridors intersection
Physical vertiport infrastructure
capacity
Vertiport operations
Maximum number of simultaneous
movements per vertiport
Demand
Distribution over vertiports
Distribution over time
Simulation duration
Operations
Vehicle cruise speed
Vehicle cruise altitude
Nominal (unimpeded) flight time
Departure error
Flight time error
Fleet size
Operational Intent
File ahead time
Format
Strategic deconfliction
Strategic planning
Spacing requirement at vertiport
Delay allocation algorithm
Departure schedule conformance
requirement
Arrival schedule conformance
requirements
Tactical deconfliction
Tactical planning
Minimum spacing requirement
Delay allocation algorithm
Simulation
Number of runs per scenario

Assumption
3
[21.3, 48.0, 63.3] km
Point source / sink (no surface operations or turnaround simulated)
Shared
None
Not modeled
Dependent arrivals and departures
1

Uniform
Poisson distributed, with constant average demand across the network of [50, 60, 70, 80, 90]
operations per hour
16 hours
60 ms-1 (117 kts), identical across operations
500 m (1,640 ft)
[6.1, 13.5, 18.5] minutes
Normally distributed with mean of 0 minutes and standard deviation of [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5] minutes
Normally distributed with mean of 0 minutes and standard deviation of [0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5]
minutes
Infinite (no fleet constraint modeled)
5 minutes for all operations
Trajectory-based
Operation scheduling into existing schedule at origin and destination
45 seconds
First-come, first served
[-22.5/+22.5, -120/+60, -¥/+¥] seconds
[-22.5/+22.5, -¥/+¥] seconds

Operation spaced relative to preceding operation at origin and destination, respectively, when
ready for departure / arrival
45 seconds
First-come, first served
10

The network of vertiports simulated is shown in Figure 1, which is identical to that simulated in Ref. 18. UAM
corridors were assumed to connect all vertiports, in both directions, consistent with the corridor description by the
FAA [7], and were assumed to be deconflicted from each other procedurally. All operations were simulated with a
nominal cruise speed of 60 ms-1 (117 kts) and cruise altitude of 500 m (1,640 ft). To model the vehicles in the
simulation, we used a point-particle dynamic model with a hybrid proportional-integral-derivative (PID) and logic
control for guidance.
Because corridors were assumed to be procedurally deconflicted and aircraft cruise speed was assumed to be
similar across operations, deconfliction was only modeled at the vertiports. Since early-stage UAM operations were
simulated, vertiport arrivals and departures were assumed to be dependent, so departures were deconflicted not only
from other departures, but also from arrivals, and vice versa. The triangular network structure was used to model a
more realistic representation of UAM operations, with any one vertiport deconflicting operations serving two other
vertiports.
Stochastic demand was modelled between the three vertiports. The demand origins and destinations were sampled
from a uniform distribution across vertiports, while the demand rate was sampled from a Poisson distribution,
providing time between departures. Because no clear demand profile was available for this network, the average
5
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demand rate was assumed to be constant through the day and across routes, as in one of the cases simulated in Ref.
18. We simulated demand over a period of 16 hours, representing a single full day of operations from e.g., 6am to
10pm, and present average delays across all simulated flights and the percentage of delays above specified thresholds.
Five demand levels were simulated: 50, 60, 70, 80 and 90 operations per hour across the network. Given a
simulated spacing requirement of 45 seconds, the theoretical capacity of the network is 120 operations per hour.6 60
operations per hour therefore equates to half of the theoretical network capacity, 80 operations per hour to two-thirds
of the theoretical network capacity, and 90 operations per hour to three-quarters of the theoretical network capacity.
At the five simulated demand levels there is, on average, one movement at each vertiport every 60 to 108 seconds.
With an average unimpeded flight time in the simulated network of 12.7 minutes, the average number of operations
at these five demand levels that would be airborne at any one time, with no delays, would be 11 to 19.7 These values
align with the NASA definition of low-density operations in initial state UAM, well below the hundreds of
simultaneous operations defined for UAM Maturity Level 4 [24]. Note that these demand levels therefore represent
both early-stage UAM operations, and moderate to relatively high demand for the simulated network. Given that earlystage UAM operations will likely be across a relatively small network of vertiports, with each vertiport initially
designed to support a relatively small number of operations, we consider this to be a realistic representation.
Operational uncertainty was modelled in the form of departure error, affecting when the operation is ready for
departure, and airborne error, affecting when the operation is ready for landing. Figure 2 shows how these errors
impact scheduled ground delay and unscheduled ground and airborne delay. Based on empirical departure errors for
TBFM internal departures in traditional aviation, Ref. 25 models departure error as a Gaussian distribution with mean
of -0.6 minutes (i.e., early) and standard deviation of 5.7 minutes. Because TBFM internal departures represent a close
analogy to strategic deconfliction applied in UAM, we modeled departure error using a similar Gaussian distribution,
with mean of zero and standard deviations varied from 0 to 5 minutes in 1-minute increments. Airborne error was also
modelled using a Gaussian distribution with mean of zero, but because airborne errors are expected to be less
significant in UAM than departure errors, airborne error standard deviations were varied from 0 to 2.5 minutes in 30second increments.

Figure 2. Description of simulated flight delays
Operational intent was assumed to be trajectory based, which is consistent with traditional ATM, including TBFM.
However, there has not yet been consensus on whether volume-based intent, consistent with proposed UTM standards
[16], or trajectory-based intent is most appropriate for UAM. The volume-based approach is a generalization of the
trajectory-based approach in the special case where the volume duration (excluding buffers) approaches zero. Note
6

A 45 second minimum spacing theoretically allows 80 movements per hour at each vertiport. With dependent
arrivals and departures (2 movements per operation) at the 3 vertiports, this equates to a system capacity of 120
operations per hour.
7
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that when we deconflict operations in this paper, we ensure minimum spacing requirements are maintained, consistent
with traditional operations carrying passengers. This means that, as shown in Figure 2, additional delay may be
incurred on the ground and in the air after rescheduling to accommodate uncertainty in order to ensure minimum
spacing.
Because deconfliction was only considered at vertiports, a minimum spacing requirement was only enforced at
each operation’s origin and destination. In this study, the minimum spacing requirement at the vertiport was set to 45
seconds, set conservatively to match the in-trail separation requirement simulated by NASA in Ref. 19. While vertiport
spacing requirements for UAM remain highly uncertain, it is the resulting ratio of demand to capacity that is relevant
in this study – hence the description of demand relative to the theoretical network capacity above, calculated assuming
the 45 second spacing requirement. In practice, vertiport spacing requirements must be based on a safety case and
may be defined by standards or regulatory bodies and the needs of operational use cases.
Strategic deconfliction incurs delay that is referred to as scheduled in that it was planned before any departure
error was incurred, as shown in Figure 2. Note however that a 5-minute file-ahead time was modeled for all flights,
so flights were scheduled strategically only 5 minutes before their requested departure time. The impact of file-ahead
times that differ across competing operators or service providers was considered in previous work [26], which showed
that file ahead time could have a significant impact on delays.
Any delay incurred in tactical deconfliction is referred to as unscheduled and was incurred after an operation had
incurred delay due to departure or airborne error, as shown in Figure 2. For the approaches in which operations were
rescheduled into the existing schedule when departure or airborne errors were sufficiently large (approaches 2 and 3),
the criteria for rescheduling were based on departure and arrival schedule conformance limits. When applying the
tight conformance requirement to rescheduling (approach 2), both departure and arrival conformance limits were set
to ±22.5 seconds, which corresponds to half the spacing requirement – which is comparable to the approach to
rescheduling described in the ASTM draft UTM standard [16]. When applying the relaxed conformance requirement
to rescheduling (approach 3), the departure conformance limits were set to -2/+1 minute – consistent with conformance
limits for departure scheduling in TBFM [27]. No arrival conformance limits were applied in this case – which is
consistent with how airborne arrival metering is generally applied in TBFM. Other values for conformance limits may
be appropriate for UAM, but these will be explored in future work.
Results were generated averaging across 10 runs of each scenario, with requested departure time and departure
and airborne errors sampled for each flight in each simulation run.

V.

Results Simulating Departure Error

Results are presented in this section simulating departure error. In all cases, no airborne error was simulated. The
sensitivity of the results to departure error variability is presented in Section V-A, and to demand in Section V-B.
Results are presented for each of the approaches to deconfliction described in Section IV.
A. Sensitivity to Departure Error Variability
For the results described in this section, departure error was sampled from a normal distribution with mean of zero
and standard deviation varying from 0 to 5 minutes, while demand was sampled from a Poisson distribution with
average demand fixed at 80 operations per hour across the network (equating to two-thirds of the theoretical network
capacity). This rate represents relatively high demand but is not the highest rate simulated. It is intended to represent
high but realistic demand for early stage UAM operations. Results are presented in Figure 3 to Figure 5. Figure 3 plots
average flight delays across the range of simulated departure error variabilities for each of the deconfliction approaches
described in Section IV. Figure 4 and Figure 5 plot the corresponding percentages of operations that exceed specific
delay thresholds for unscheduled delay8 and total flight delay, respectively. Figure 4 provides an indication of how
many passengers would experience large, unexpected delays as a function of departure error variability and
deconfliction approach. Figure 5 provides an indication of how many passengers would experience large total flight
delays – including both scheduled delays that they were likely aware of when booking the flight, and unscheduled
delays that were unexpected. Because passenger sensitivity to expected and unexpected delay is different, different
thresholds were applied in these two figures: 5, 10 and 15 minutes for unscheduled delay in Figure 4; and 15, 30 and
45 minutes for total flight delay in Figure 5. The latter values were chosen because 15 minutes is the threshold for
reporting delay by commercial airlines in the United States [28], while the former values were chosen because
passenger value of time for unscheduled delay is approximately 3 times that of scheduled flight time [29].
8
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No Strategic Deconfliction
In Figure 3a, the simulated approach applying tactical deconfliction only (blue lines) shows no scheduled ground
delay, as expected since operations were not strategically deconflicted. Average unscheduled ground delay in Figure
3b is non-zero – because minimum spacing requirements were enforced – but increases from only 24 seconds to 60
seconds across the range of departure error variability simulated. Average airborne delay (Figure 3c) is indirectly
impacted by departure error (which impacts which flights an operation must ultimately deconflict with at its
destination), and is also relatively low, increasing from 28 seconds to 33 seconds across the range of departure error
variabilities simulated. While airborne error was not modelled, airborne delay was still incurred under tactical
deconfliction because operations were only deconflicted at their destination once airborne. Average total flight delay
under tactical deconfliction (Figure 3d) accordingly varies from only 52 seconds to 91 seconds.
While average delays with no strategic deconfliction are relatively low, Figure 4a shows that a portion of
operations did experience significant unscheduled delays (including unscheduled ground and airborne delay), when
departure error was simulated. For a departure error standard deviation of 5 minutes, more than 20% of operations had
unscheduled delay above 5 minutes, while over 4% had unscheduled delays above 10 minutes. The percentage of
operations that experienced total flight delays above 15 minutes, however, is negligible, as shown in Figure 5a.
Even at relatively high demand, tactical deconfliction therefore added very little delay on average, but at higher
departure error variabilities, a non-insignificant percentage of operations experienced unscheduled delays above 5
minutes. However, very few experienced total flight delays above 15 minutes. These results suggest that, under the
conditions simulated in this paper, tactical deconfliction could be effective at managing departure uncertainty, even at
relatively high demand. It is noted, however, that this analysis does not calculate or compare safety metrics associated
with these approaches. Safety assurance requirements may make tactical deconfliction on its own unacceptable, but
this is beyond the scope of the current paper.
Strategic Deconfliction with Tight Conformance Requirement
Results applying strategic deconfliction with tight conformance requirements (red lines in Figure 3) show average
scheduled ground delays that increase from 2.1 minutes with no departure error to 33 minutes at a departure error
standard deviation of 5 minutes (Figure 3a). These results show the cost of strategically deconflicting the whole
trajectory (in our case at both the origin and destination vertiports) when demand is relatively high. Note that while
scheduled ground delay does not explicitly account for departure error, and the same average demand was deconflicted
strategically across all simulated errors, the rescheduling required because of departure error impacts the strategic
scheduling of later operations. Hence the values for scheduled delay vary significantly across the different departure
error variabilities simulated.
Unscheduled ground delay becomes significant when departure error variability is greater than 0. At the demand
simulated in Figure 3, average unscheduled ground delay increases quickly with departure error variability, to 10
minutes at a departure error standard deviation of only 2 minutes, and reaching 20 minutes at a departure error standard
deviation of 5 minutes (Figure 3b). The extent of this increase in unscheduled delay was driven to a large extent by
the need to reschedule into the existing schedule at both the origin and destination whenever a departure error caused
the operation to fall out of the tight conformance limits specified for this case.
Because no airborne error was simulated, average airborne delays in this case (Figure 3c) were low across all
departure error variabilities – lower even than those simulated with no strategic deconfliction. Figure 3d shows that
the average total flight delay applying this approach to strategic deconfliction increases from 2.1 minutes with no
departure error to 53 minutes at a departure error standard deviation of 5 minutes. Even at a departure error standard
deviation of 2 minutes, average total flight delay is 27 minutes. These delays are significant, and are a concern given
the expected travel time sensitivities of air taxi customers. Figure 4b shows that a large percentage of operations
experienced significant unscheduled delays (primarily unscheduled ground delay in this case), when departure error
was simulated. For a departure error standard deviation of 5 minutes, 39% of operations had unscheduled delay above
15 minutes, while over 45% had unscheduled delays above 5 minutes. The percentage of operations with significant
total flight delay is even higher – Figure 5b shows that, for a departure error standard deviation of 5 minutes, 49% of
operations experienced total flight delays above 45 minutes, while 80% of operations experienced total flight delays
over 15 minutes. These percentages indicate that, at relatively high demand, strategic deconfliction with tight
conformance limits may not be a feasible approach to managing departure uncertainty unless expected departure errors
are low.
Strategic Deconfliction with Relaxed Conformance Requirement
In Figure 3 we also show results applying strategic deconfliction with relaxed conformance requirements (yellow
lines). As expected, the results are similar to those with tight conformance requirements, but with reduced delay values.
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Average scheduled ground delays increase from 2.1 minutes with no departure error to 19 minutes at a departure error
standard deviation of 5 minutes (Figure 3a) – a 42% reduction relative to the tight conformance requirement. Average
unscheduled ground delay increases to 12 minutes at a departure error standard deviation of 5 minutes (Figure 3b) –
a 41% reduction relative to the tight conformance requirement. This reduction in unscheduled delay was driven by the
reduced need to reschedule because of the relaxed conformance requirement. Because no airborne error was simulated,
average airborne delay is also low (Figure 3c), although marginally higher than for the tight conformance requirement.
Average total flight delay increases from 2.1 minutes with no departure error to 31 minutes at a departure error standard
deviation of 5 minutes. While this is 41% lower than for the tight conformance requirement, it still represents a
significant average delay. This point is reiterated by the results presented in Figure 4c and Figure 5c. Figure 4c shows
that a large percentage of operations still experienced significant unscheduled delays, when departure error was
simulated. For a departure error standard deviation of 5 minutes, 32% of operations had unscheduled delay above 15
minutes, while 40% had unscheduled delays above 5 minutes. The percentage of operations with significant total flight
delay is also high – Figure 5c shows that, for a departure error standard deviation of 5 minutes, 24% of operations
experienced total flight delays above 45 minutes, while 69% of operations experienced total flight delays over 15
minutes. These percentages indicate that, at relatively high demand, even strategic deconfliction with relaxed
conformance limits is unlikely to be a feasible approach to managing departure uncertainty unless expected departure
errors are low. However, if departure error standard deviation can be maintained below, e.g., 2 minutes, the percentage
of operations with unscheduled and total flight delays exceeding 15 minutes can be kept below 10% and 20%,
respectively, which may be acceptable to operators.
Strategic Deconfliction with No Conformance Requirement
Finally, in Figure 3 we also show results applying strategic deconfliction with no conformance requirements
(purple lines). In this case, the results are more comparable to those with no strategic deconfliction than to the other
strategic deconfliction results just described, suggesting that it is the rescheduling of operations that is the biggest
contributor to high delay. Average scheduled ground delays are non-zero – different to the no strategic deconfliction
approach – but remain constant at 2.1 minutes across all departure error variabilities simulated (Figure 3a). As
described above, strategic ground delay is not a direct function of departure error, since it is incurred before the error
is incurred. However, with no rescheduling, departure errors have no impact on the strategic scheduling of later
operations. Average unscheduled ground delay is also relatively low – increasing to only 1 minute at a departure error
standard deviation of 5 minutes (Figure 3b). Average airborne delay continues to be low since no airborne error was
simulated (Figure 3c), although is marginally higher than for either of the other strategic deconfliction approaches
simulated. Average total flight delay increases from 2.1 minutes with no departure error to only 3.5 minutes at a
departure error standard deviation of 5 minutes.
As with no strategic deconfliction, Figure 4d shows that a non-insignificant percentage of operations did
experience significant unscheduled delays when departure error was simulated, although it is far less than for the other
approaches to strategic deconfliction simulated. For a departure error standard deviation of 5 minutes, more than 21%
of operations had unscheduled delay above 5 minutes, while 4% had unscheduled delays above 10 minutes. However,
the corresponding percentage of operations that experienced total flight delays above 15 minutes is only 2%, as shown
in Figure 5d.
These results suggest that strategic deconfliction with no conformance requirement may be a viable solution to
managing departure uncertainty at relatively high demand. However, there may be other issues associated with
strategic deconfliction with no conformance requirements, such as the risk of operators gaming the system. There may
also be fairness considerations. These issues should be explored in future work.
It is noted that the results presented in this section are based on assumptions regarding key system parameters that
may have specific requirements as UAM matures. This includes the default spacing requirement (45 seconds) and the
file ahead time (5 minutes). The results were found to be particularly sensitive to spacing requirements, as well as
parameters such as the number of vertiports in the network and the number of simultaneous arrivals and departures
that can be accommodated at a vertiport. These parameters ultimately define system capacity, affecting results based
on the ratio of demand to capacity. In the next section we examine the sensitivity of the results to demand.
B. Sensitivity to Average Demand
For the results described in this section, departure error was sampled from a normal distribution with mean of zero
and standard deviation fixed at 5 minutes, while demand was sampled from a Poisson distribution with average
demand varying from 50 to 90 operations per hour across the network (equating to 42% to 75% of the theoretical
network capacity). Results are presented in Figure 6 to Figure 8.
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Figure 6. Average simulated delay for departure error standard deviation of 5 minutes.
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Figure 6 plots average flight delays across the range of simulated demand for each of the deconfliction approaches
described in Section IV. Figure 7 and Figure 8 plot the corresponding percentages of operations that exceed specific
delay thresholds for unscheduled delay and total flight delay, respectively.
Results simulating no strategic deconfliction and strategic deconfliction with no conformance requirement for a
departure error standard deviation of 5 minutes show average delays (Figure 6, blue and purple lines) and percentages
of operations with delays exceeding the specified thresholds (Figure 7a and d, and Figure 8a and d) that vary relatively
little with demand, increasing only slightly from 50 operations per hour across the network to 90 operations per hour
across the network. The percentage of operations with unscheduled delays exceeding 5 minutes varies from just under
20% to approximately 25% for both approaches, which is not an insignificant percentage, but may be manageable for
operators. Overall, these results suggest that no strategic deconfliction and strategic deconfliction with no conformance
requirement may be viable solutions for managing departure uncertainty at relatively high departure error, even at
relatively high demand.
The results simulating strategic deconfliction with tight and relaxed conformance requirements for a departure
error standard deviation of 5 minutes, on the other hand, show average delays (Figure 6, red and yellow lines) and
percentages of operations with delays exceeding the specified thresholds (Figure 7b and c, and Figure 8b and c) that
vary significantly with demand. 70 operations per hour (58% of theoretical network capacity) appears to be an
inflection point for the network simulated, beyond which delays applying these approaches increase significantly. The
difference between the results for tight and relaxed conformance requirements is relatively small. These results suggest
that these approaches may only be acceptable for managing relatively high departure uncertainty at low to moderate
demand levels, unless passenger sensitivity to unscheduled delay is particularly high.

VI.

Results Simulating Airborne Error

Results are presented in this section simulating airborne error. In all cases, no departure error was simulated. The
sensitivity of the results to airborne error variability is presented in Section 0-A, and to demand in Section 0-B. Results
are presented for each of the approaches to deconfliction described in Section IV.
A. Sensitivity to Airborne Error Variability
For the results described in this section, airborne error was sampled from a normal distribution with mean of zero
and standard deviation varying from 0 to 2.5 minutes, while demand was sampled from a Poisson distribution with
average demand fixed at a relatively high value of 80 operations per hour across the network (equating to two-thirds
of the theoretical network capacity). Results are presented in Figure 9 to Figure 11. Figure 9 plots average flight delays
across the range of simulated airborne error variabilities for each of the deconfliction approaches described in Section
IV. Figure 10 and Figure 11 plot the corresponding percentages of operations that exceed specific delay thresholds for
unscheduled delay9 and total flight delay, respectively.
Note that the results simulating strategic deconfliction with a relaxed conformance requirement in Figure 9 (yellow
lines, which are not visible), Figure 10c and Figure 11c are identical to those simulating no conformance requirement
(purple lines in Figure 9, Figure 10d and Figure 11d. The reason for this is that for the relaxed conformance
requirement we do not simulate a conformance requirement for arrivals – consistent with how TBFM generally
manages airborne metering. For arrivals this approach is therefore identical to the approach that applies no
conformance requirement. The effects of airborne error are therefore identical across the two approaches.
Simulating airborne errors, average delays applying no strategic deconfliction and strategic deconfliction with no
conformance requirement (blue and purple lines in Figure 9) are almost identical to those simulating departure error
(Figure 3).10,11 The corresponding percentage of operations with unscheduled and total flight delays exceeding specific
thresholds (Figure 10a and d, and Figure 11a and d), are even lower than the already low percentages simulating
departure delay (Figure 4a and d, and Figure 5a and d). These results suggest that these approaches may be appropriate
for managing airborne uncertainty, even at relatively high demand and high airborne error (up to 2.5 minutes standard
deviation).

9

Including both unscheduled ground delay and airborne delay, although in this case unscheduled ground delays
were very low because no departure error was simulated.
10
Note that the ranges of error standard deviations simulated are different, so the comparison must be made across
common error standard deviations.
11
Note also that airborne delay in Figure 9c should be compared to unscheduled ground delay in Figure 3b, since
these are the delays directly affected by the airborne and departure error, respectively.
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Figure 9. Average simulated delay for demand of 80 operations per hour and airborne error.
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The average delays simulating strategic deconfliction with tight conformance requirements (red lines in Figure 9)
are significantly lower than the results simulating departure error (Figure 3) – by 76% for scheduled delay, 62% for
unscheduled delay, and 71% for total flight delay, all for an error standard deviation of 2 minutes. The result is average
delays simulating airborne error that do not exceed 8 minutes. The corresponding percentage of operations with
unscheduled and total delays exceeding specific thresholds (Figure 10b and Figure 11b) are also significantly lower
than when simulating departure error (Figure 4b and Figure 5b). Part of the reason for this reduction in delay is that
airborne error under this approach only requires rescheduling into the existing schedule at the destination vertiport,
and not the origin, unlike departure error, which requires rescheduling into the existing schedule at both the origin and
destination. In Figure 10b the percentage of operations with unscheduled delays (airborne in this case) above 15
minutes, with an airborne error standard deviation of 2.5 minutes, is still 7.7%, while the percentage above 5 minutes
is 34%. The corresponding percentage of total flight delays above 15 minutes is 18% (Figure 5b). While significantly
lower than the results simulating departure error, these delays are a concern given the likely energy limitations of
UAM vehicles. These results indicate that strategic deconfliction with tight conformance requirements may not be
feasible at relatively high demand and high airborne error.
B. Sensitivity to Average Demand
For the results described in this section, airborne error was sampled from a normal distribution with mean of zero
and standard deviation fixed at 2.5 minutes, while demand was sampled from a Poisson distribution with average
demand varying from 50 to 90 operations per hour across the network (equating to 42% to 75% of the theoretical
network capacity). Results are presented in Figure 12 to Figure 14. Figure 12 plots average flight delays across the
range of simulated demand for each of the deconfliction approaches described in Section IV. Figure 13 and Figure 14
plot the corresponding percentages of operations that exceed specific delay thresholds for unscheduled delay and total
flight delay, respectively.
Note again that the results simulating strategic deconfliction with a relaxed conformance requirement in Figure 12
(yellow lines, which are not visible), Figure 13c and Figure 14c are identical to those simulating no conformance
requirement (purple lines in Figure 12, Figure 13d and Figure 14d).
Results simulating no strategic deconfliction and strategic deconfliction with no conformance requirement for
airborne error standard deviation of 2.5 minutes show average delays (Figure 12, blue and purple lines) and
percentages of operations with delays exceeding the specified thresholds (Figure 13a and d, and Figure 14a and d) that
increase with demand, but not significantly. The percentage of operations with unscheduled delays exceeding 5
minutes remains below 10% for both approaches across all simulated demand levels. These results suggest that no
strategic deconfliction and strategic deconfliction with no conformance requirement may be viable solutions for
managing airborne uncertainty, even when demand and airborne error variability are relatively high.
The results simulating strategic deconfliction with tight conformance requirements for airborne error standard
deviation of 2.5 minutes show average delays (Figure 12, red lines) and percentages of operations with delays
exceeding the specified thresholds (Figure 13b, and Figure 14b) that vary significantly with demand. Here, 80
operations per hour (67% of the theoretical network capacity) appears to be an inflection point for the network
simulated, beyond which delays increased significantly, although even at 80 operations per hour, the percentage of
operations with unscheduled delays exceeding 10 minutes is nearly 20% – significant given potential energy
limitations of UAM vehicles. These results suggest that strategic deconfliction with tight conformance requirements
may be acceptable for managing high airborne uncertainty at low to moderate demand levels, but may not be
appropriate when vehicles are highly energy constrained.

VII.

Conclusions

In this paper we quantify the effectiveness of strategic deconfliction in mitigating the impact of operational
uncertainty, in the form departure and airborne error, on scheduled and unscheduled flight delays for UAM operations.
A range of departure and airborne errors, and demand levels representing early-stage UAM operations, were simulated
across a conceptual network of 3 vertiports in the San Francisco Bay area with dependent arrivals and departures.
Three different approaches to strategic deconfliction were simulated which vary the conformance requirements,
impacting when operations were required to reschedule into the existing schedule. Results from these simulations are
compared to a baseline that simulates tactical deconfliction without strategic deconfliction.
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Figure 12. Average simulated delay for airborne error standard deviation of 2.5 minutes.
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Results simulating the baseline approach show relatively low delay values, suggesting that, under the conditions
simulated in this paper, tactical deconfliction could be effective at managing departure uncertainty, even at the
relatively high demand and high error levels simulated. It is noted, however, that this analysis does not calculate or
compare safety metrics. Safety assurance requirements may make tactical deconfliction on its own unacceptable, but
this is beyond the scope of the current paper. Calculation of safety metrics is recommended for future work.
Results simulating strategic deconfliction suggest that, even at moderate demand levels and departure and airborne
error variability, departure and airborne delays under strategic deconfliction are sensitive to whether rescheduling is
required into the existing schedule. The simulated departure and airborne delays indicate that, because of expected
UAM passenger sensitivity to travel time and expected energy limitations of future UAM vehicles, strategic
deconfliction with tight conformance requirements may not be a feasible approach to managing operational
uncertainty unless expected error variability or demand are low.
Results simulating strategic deconfliction with a relaxed conformance requirement show a reduction in delays
relative to the tight conformance requirement, but it was not significant enough to make the approach feasible for
managing departure uncertainty unless expected error variability or demand was low. However, if departure error
standard deviation can be maintained below, e.g., 2 minutes, the percentage of operations with unscheduled and total
flight delays exceeding 15 minutes can be kept below 10% and 20%, respectively, for demand at two-thirds of the
theoretical network capacity, which may be acceptable to operators.
Results simulating no conformance requirements, with departure and airborne error being accommodated
tactically, show significantly reduced delays – even at relatively high demand and error variability. These results
suggest that strategic deconfliction with no conformance requirement may be a viable solution to managing departure
uncertainty. However, there may be other issues associated with strategic deconfliction with no conformance
requirement. Because there is no conformance requirement, there is a risk of operators gaming the system by
submitting operational intent with requested departure times that are earlier than desired, in an attempt to avoid
strategic delays that would result from a later (but more truthful) requested departure time. There may also be fairness
considerations associated with operations that have a small departure error being delayed because of spacing
requirements with earlier operations that have large departure errors. These issues should be explored in future work.
One other alternative is to further relax the conformance requirements simulated with the relaxed conformance
requirement. Further work is required to identify the right value for this conformance requirement, given expected
error variability.
Another alternative that was not simulated in this research is the use of demand capacity balancing to strategically
manage traffic, instead of using strategic deconfliction. This approach is reliant on the definition of capacity
constraints for impacted resources, which should be defined in such a way as to assure the safety of tactical
deconfliction. A comparison of the strategic deconfliction approaches explored in this paper with demand capacity
balancing is recommended for future work.
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